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Chat feature 

 

00:33:33 Maria-Anna: Survey: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/MG87XDC  

00:43:05 Maria-Anna: Thank you Emma and everyone! 

00:44:13 Lucy Lernelius (she/her): Both totally understandable! 

00:44:13 Gillian Elvidge: Having the same issue RE cats! 

00:45:51 Rachel Bailey: FAIL = First Attempt In Learning! [borrowed from someone else] 

00:49:55 Emma Church: Please feel free to post any questions for Ben here. 

00:51:15 Rachel Bailey: This might come up later in the presentation, but I would be 

interested to know about the approach to data analysis and how long it took 

00:54:06 Liz Austen: colleagues of mine at Sheffield Hallam used this method to explore 

the impact of students and staff working remotely during lockdowns - they shared a photo of their 

working space in an interview to prompt discussion - slightly different  to this but agree about the 

level of reflection it prompts 

00:54:15 Lucy Lernelius (she/her): Did you do this storyboard activity with them at the 

end of the event/visit? 

00:55:06 Katie Groves (ARU): What did you tell them about why they had a camera? Were 

they given a clear objective to make a story board of the day? 

00:55:12 Samantha Child: Sometimes visual methods can be thought to be more 

inclusive and engaging for young people. Were there any students who didn't engage? How did you 

deal with this? 

00:55:31 Anne K: Do you think this is age-specific to primary? would it work with secondary in 

same way? 

00:57:10 Samantha Child: Did you face any ethical issues/challenges? 

00:59:16 Carolyn L: How did you manage to gain consent from parents/carers etc. for 

the photos for a one-off pupil visit? What was the response rate like? 

01:05:57 Samantha Child: For anyone interested I include the link to a presentation 

which includes helpful visual methods reading: https://www.educationopportunities.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/Session-C-Paper-8-Getting-creative-with-evaluation.pdf  

01:07:57 Liz Austen: not sure of people have seen this - but good for different ages and 

topics of evaluation ARTWORKS (2012) Creative Evaluation Toolkit, available at 

http://www.artworkscreative.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Creative-Evaluation-Toolkit.pdf  

01:10:20 Samantha Child: @Liz this is a great toolkit! 

01:11:50 Samantha Child: Depends on ethics committee though! 
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01:14:21 Rachel Bailey: A couple of things I found in addition the Artworks resource Liz 

shared: https://cpb-eu-w2.wpmucdn.com/blogs.ucl.ac.uk/dist/c/605/files/2018/10/Creative-

evaluation-methods.pdf  

01:14:38 Rachel Bailey: https://www.theaudienceagency.org/resources/getting-creative-

with-evaluation  

01:14:57 Hannah Merry: Do you think there are types of outreach activity that lend 

themselves more to these sort of creative methods? 

01:15:09 Carolyn L: How did you collect the consent forms? Were they paper ones that 

the pupils brought on the day? 

01:16:14 Rachel Bailey: Interesting examples from other sectors: 

https://www.betterevaluation.org/evaluation-options/stories  

01:16:18 Rachel Bailey: https://www.betterevaluation.org/evaluation-options/richpictures  

01:16:43 Liz Austen: I've got to leave for another meeting now, but thank you, I love 

hearing about creative evaluation methods 

01:16:52 Rachel Bailey: and a blog post: https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/blog/BE-

FAQ-Getting-stakeholders-to-articulate-how-project-works  

01:18:34 Samantha Child: It's really hard to do visual methods 'well'. I don't think 

anyone does! I spent a whole year during my PhD using creative methods with children e.g. video 

stimulated recall. I struggled! There's lots I would do differently 

01:19:02 Lucy Lernelius (she/her): Ben I did exactly the same 

01:20:38 Rachel Bailey: Key issues that I have come up against are time (particularly for 

analysis!) and buy-in from colleagues/senior staff - I need to finesse my sales pitch! 

01:21:17 Samantha Child: It was a really helpful presentation Ben. Thank you! 

01:21:40 Ashleigh Hope - Guildhall School: I need to head off for another meeting - 

thanks so much, and Ben, good work as always :) 

01:21:46 Adele Ruston:       

01:21:47 Carolyn L: Thank you Ben :) 

01:21:55 Gillian Elvidge: Really interesting, thank you! 

01:22:02 Mae Harkness:       

01:22:03 Liz: That was so interesting and useful - thanks Ben. 

01:22:05 Ben Copsey City UoL: thank you! 

01:22:19 Jenny Tait - LSBU: Need to pop off as well. Thanks Ben, super interesting, I 

learn something new every time I hear about it :) 

01:22:23 Rachel Bailey: Thanks Ben! My booster hit me like a cement truck so sympathise 

02:05:53 Saad Mufti: Thanks Hannah 
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02:05:55 J Elliott: This is where evaluation gets interesting 

02:06:05 J Elliott: When they don't 'behave' ha ha 

02:07:01 Gillian Elvidge: That's what I did the next time! 

02:08:10 nbarcinska: Have to dash, sorry but really enjoyed the event! 

02:08:20 nbarcinska: Thank you! 

02:16:06 Aliki Tennant: I don't think so! 

02:20:18 Samantha Child: Jon Rainford would be great 

02:21:06 Lucy Lernelius (she/her): Thanks very much 

02:21:06 Carolina Lozano: Thank you all  

02:21:12 Liz: Thanks all. Have a lovely festive break! 

02:21:13 Rachel Bailey: Thank you! 

02:21:15 Sally Evans SLN Chichester college group: Thank you 

02:21:16 Charlotte Claydon (she/her): Thank you so much! :) 

02:21:17 Mae Harkness: Thank you all :) 

02:21:17 Saad Mufti: Thanks everyone. 

02:21:20 Rebecca Middleton: Thank you! 

02:21:20 Gillian Elvidge: Thank you :) 

02:21:20 J Elliott: Have a lovely Xmas and New Year Emma 


